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Wireless Solar Gate & Driveway Alert
The Wireless Gate Alert kit is a simple DIY solar powered point to point photoelectric invisible beam which can be up to 40m apart. When the beam is
broken by a person or vehicle, the mini built in transmitter sends a wireless
signal up to 800m or more (optional long range antennas) to a dual channel
receiver as pictured above. The receiver sounds a “beep beep” tone
announcing that the perimeter beam has been breached. Warranty – 3 Years!

Wireless Solar Gate & Driveway Alert
This unique device is an amazing concept when we take into consideration the huge range of applications for
homes, sheds, business premises, driveway gates, farms and large properties, machinery in remote areas,
vineyards and so much more.
So what sets it apart from anything else even remotely similar? In many instances it’s impractical or impossible
to run cables and/or power to the area of concern. As an example, let’s say we are talking about a driveway
gate although it could be anything.
Farmers and vineyard owners will often complain that a vehicle was driven up to the homestead and suddenly
without warning there is a knock at the door, or the vehicle has simply turned away and left the property. An
early warning audible and/or visual alert to driveway or gate activity would have been most welcome and to
some degree comforting knowing that a person or vehicle was approaching.
Once a person or vehicle crosses or breaks the driveway or front gate beam which can be up to 800 meters
away (up to 2.4ks with long-range antenna) the mini wireless transmitter sends a signal to the base receiver
inside the house. The receiver sounds an audible semi loud tone thus announcing to the home occupier that
someone is approaching or leaving the property. The beam sets are mounted on a post or other vertical
structure, near the front gate and the two beams can be up to 40m apart. Aligning the beams with a string line
(full instructions provided) any person handy enough to drill a few screw holes can mount the beams. In this
regard, the Wireless Gate Alert is completely DIY so no need for cables, power or an installer.
The receiver is a 12V device about the same size as a cigarette packet. Connect the mini antenna to the
receiver, plug into a 240V power point and its armed and ready to go. The receiver is a dual channel system
meaning that an additional beam set can be installed in another area if desired. The base receiver is designed
to emit a different tone for each of the two zones. Extra beam sets are available upon request.
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What are some of the other features?
Our Wireless Solar powered Gate & Driveway Alert kit is available with a range of optional accessories
including;
•

GSM Modem

•

Wireless Pocket Pager -Beeper

•

Ability to switch on lighting or a siren using the receiver relay outputs

•

Additional Beam sets available upon request

•

Alerts to your mobile phone if the GSM modem is ordered

•

Outdoor Siren or strobe lighting

•

Long range antenna up to 2.5ks

•

Repeater for even longer distance

•

3 Year Warranty

•

Receive alerts on your mobile phone (arm and disarm remotely)

•

IP66 rated (weatherproof)

•

Can be interfaced with your alarm Panel

•

PocSag Paging kit up to 1k
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Pocket Beeper-Pager

Product Functions
The optional Pocket Pager as featured above is very handy for a number of reasons. Pocket PagerBeeper is a belt worn battery-operated device (smaller than a matchbox) that acts in the same manner as a
base receiver. The T-shaped antenna also pictured is connected to the terminal output of our base receiver.
If a person or vehicle passes through the Gate Alert Beam, a wireless signal is sent to the base receiver,
which then uses the smaller antenna to transmit a signal to the pocket pager. Ideally the T-shaped antenna
should be mounted on or near a window for added reception. Range approx. 200m
Perhaps you are not in the main house at the time someone drives through the main gate and therefore
unable to hear the main base receiver tone. You could be 100m or more away from the main house, in the
shed, gardening or hanging out the washing. The Pocket Pager-Beeper is designed to alert you to
driveway or gate movement whilst on the move and away from the house.
In some cases the beam set is much closer and the customer could be just 50-150m maximum from the
Gate Beam set. The beam set can communicate directly with the pocket pager meaning that a base
receiver may not be required at all thus saving cost.
If you are not sure what to do, call 1300 763235 or email our office sales@hiddencamera.com.au and we
will gladly answer any questions.
•
•
•
•
•
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Receive alerts on small Pocket Beeper when around the home
Compatible with both 600-S and 700-F systems
Receives alerts directly from any 600-S Beam-set without the need for a Base Receiver
Interfaces with 700-F Base Receiver
Up to 200m range

Wireless Monitoring of Vineyards &
Orchards

Do you want to increase production at your cellar door or tasting room
while providing excellent customer service?
Do you want to be able to work in your vineyard or orchard and yet know
when anyone arrives?
Because of the amount of flora in an orchard or vineyard, anything wireless, relying on radio communication, can
struggle. When it rains, the moisture on the leaves greatly restricts the range of wireless equipment.
We have developed a Wireless Perimeter Alert system to combat this very problem. Now it is possible to
monitor your driveway, and receive alerts while you are out in the vineyard or orchard.
Our extended long range system includes a MegaBeam Antenna which increases the wireless radio range, but
also allows the radio signal to travel above the tree-line. Now you have a reliable solution so you know whenever
visitors arrive. The MegaBeam antenna can be located either at the house or at the location of the Beam-set.
Including a POCSAG Paging System allows you to receive alerts while you are away from the location of the
Base Receiver. The POCSAG Long range Pager has a range of 1km.
The Complete system includes the MegaBeam Antenna and POCSAG Pager, and also allows you to receive
alerts as text messages or a call to your mobile
phone.
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Wireless Monitoring of your Homestay or Resort

Do you want to provide an exclusive experience for your customers?
Do you want to be alerted to the arrival of guests?
Do you want to qualify for a higher rating for your resort?
Wireless Gate & Driveway Alert is the perfect solution to announce the arrival of anyone at your Homestay,
Bed & Breakfast, Lodge or retreat.
With the use of a Pocket Beeper, staff can continue with their tasks and still meet guests as they arrive.
Unless the entranceway is more than a few hundred meters, our Standard or Complete kit will be the
perfect solution. For longer distance driveway monitoring, check out Extended range
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Wireless Monitoring of Dairy Farms

Are you having trouble with theft of milk, fuel or equipment?
Would you like to know whenever anyone visits?
Wireless Gate and Driveway Alert is the perfect solution for monitoring both your farm equipment and dairy
sheds.
With the use of our MegaBeam outdoor antenna, it is easily possible to monitor your gateways, dairy sheds
or farm equipment – even if it is located a couple of km’s away from your home.
The Beam-set can be installed across driveways and entranceways, but also across open ground.
How about a beam that spans the yard where you store your farm machinery?
The maximum beam length is 40m.
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Wireless Monitoring of your Construction or
Building Site

Are you having tools and equipment stolen from your work site?
Is your building site being vandalized at night?
Wireless Gate & Driveway Alert is able to monitor the perimeter of your construction site and alert you
remotely, via your mobile phone, if anyone crosses any installed beam.
Our Commercial system provides multi-beam monitoring. This enables you to be able to monitor the whole
perimeter of a construction or building site. The Commercial System supports up to four Beam-sets
simultaneously thus ensuring your equipment is safe and the site vandal free.
Ideal when used in conjunction with Solar Powered Graffiti Security Camera
For more information and pricing please contact us directly.
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Wireless Monitoring of your Home

Do you wish to be made aware whenever anyone steps onto your
property?
Would you like to be alerted if someone visits while you are out?
Wireless Gate & Driveway Alert Lite System has been specifically designed for residential installations.
With a 50m wireless range and a 40m beam-width, the Lite Alert system will monitor your driveway, or the front
of your property.
Adding a Text Message Module allows you to receive alerts on your mobile phone when you are away from
home. Now it is possible to have your privacy, be aware when anyone arrives – and have Peace of Mind
when you are out.

Wireless Monitoring of Larger Properties

Do you want to monitor an entranceway a long way from the house?
Are you having trouble with theft at the other end of your farm?
Wireless Gate & Driveway Alert has been especially designed for very long-range applications.
With the use of our MegaBeam outdoor antenna, it is easily possible to monitor your gateways, dairy sheds
or farm equipment – even if it is located a couple of km’s away from your home.
The Beam-set can be installed across driveways and entranceways, but also across open ground. How
about a beam that spans the yard where you store your farm machinery? The maximum beam length is 40m.
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Outdoor Bell and Light Interface
•
•
•

Enables alerts or incoming phone calls to be
seen and heard outdoors
Bell sound is pleasant and professional
sounding
Interfaces with any of our Base Receivers or
standard telephone

PocSag long distance Pager
Product Features
•
•
•
•

•

Receive alerts on a POCSAG Pager
Compatible with both 600S and 700F
systems (interfacing with Base Receiver)
1km range
Individual Zone identification – displays up
to four zones (ideal if you have multiple
Beam-sets installed)
Battery voltage monitor gives constant
feedback on the health of the pager
batteries

Long-Range MegaBeam Antenna up to 2.5k
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Optional Accessories
This is the Wireless Gate & Driveway Alert kit.
available upon request.

Additional beam set are

Wireless GSM Pocket Pager

Outdoor 12V Strobe Light. An optional Siren is also available

The two images depicted here are
real. They are;

•

MegaBeam Long
2.5k antenna

range

•

Wireless signal Repeater
with a more powerful solar
panel. The repeater can
extend range to 5ks or
more.
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Need more information
Tel 1300 763235
Hidden Camera Surveillance
A Division of Forrestbridge Pty Ltd Est. 1982
PO Box 773
Ashmore City QLD 4214
Email: sales@hiddencamera.com.au
URL
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www.hiddencamera.com.au

